Introduction
In the past decade, MELCOM-70 control computer system have been running for the 12 GeV proton synchrotron. Recently, unidentified troubles are increasing rapidly. Potential of the system is not enough to create an automatic control system. The LSI technology enables us to create a higher potential system than present one, and the cost of new one is lower than old one. We decided to replace the control computer system with the micro-computer system.
The new system is constructed with VME-bus based micro-computers El] which are distributed around the accelerator and connected with a local area network. Almost all the system components are commercially available. Power supply interface controllers are located near power supply, and connected to a VME module via a serial bus. A set of touch-panel and character display is used for man-machine interface for easy operation.
A software system is designed for simple and automatic operation using a database system. The fuzzy set theory [2] supported by some VME module manufacturers. The data transfer rate 1OMbps is estimated to be fast enough for our system. It is convenient for us to expand the system gradually by connecting the local computer to the network.
As the maximum cable length between computers is estimated to exceed 500m (the maximum cable segment length of Ethernet), two layer construction must be used as shown in fig.2 . fig.3 . The PSIM has analog I/O, digital output, status input, on/off, and interlock functions.
Control information is transferred through a twisted pair cable by 16-bit Manchester encoded serial data; 4-bit address, 4-bit command, and 8-bit control values. Fifteen devices can be controlled through a serial cable and under a VME PSIM driver.
As all control signals are latched in the PSIM, the accelerator power supplies are protected from computer power down. Its own interlock system is still alive at that time. All analog signals and digital outputs are opto-i$olated between the PSIM and the controlled power supply. The control signal and status are passed through relay contacts for isolation. The serial data transfer line is also isolated by two transformers.
Therefore, the computer system is completely isolated from controlled devices. At the local computer, portable computers can be used as operator's console by connecting it to the local computer via RS-232c ports. Power supply interface module (PSIM).
E) Man-machine interface

Software
A) Operating System Computers of this system are divided into two classes. One has hard-disc memory and the other has no disc memory. The software development computer has a Winchester disc memory and their operating system is VERSA-dos with FORTRAN and PASCAL compilers. The LAN server(network resources manager) has large capacity disc memory for common database and printers.
On the other hand, local and operator's console r I TI.-computers are operated with real-time multi-task monitor (Motorola's RMS-68K) without disc memory. The LAN handler is added to the monitor, which down-loads application programs through LAN and linkes it to the monitor.
B) Accelerator operation
The KEK four-stage accelerator is very complex to operate. Many kind of control devices are distributed around the accelerator. The control parameters are not independent from each other. To manage the complex information of the accelerator, data-base management system is used. Software in local computers.
complete". The fuzzy set theory enables us to have fully automatic tuning system. The control characteristics are checked by the QF. This method put the accelerator to a good operating point.
Discussion
As the computer system uses the VME-bus, there are some merits; easy grade-up, simple expansion, and localized trouble shooting. This system has more merit that the system do not depend on only one manufacturer. Therefore, module selection becomes widely. The multicomputer system can be made up, if required to this system, which can have common data memory and can do another tasks at same time.
Since a cyclic machine such as a proton synchrotron requires higher speed of responce than it of a storage ring accelerator, a compiler language (FORTRAN) is more suitable than a interpreter one for development of application programs.
At present the dedicated computers for the main ring RF and the magnet power supply are working independently. So those will be linked with the LAN to this system. For total control, all devices at the acceleator must be operated by the control computer.
Equipments 
